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Equity Release ..
Don't forget their fees ..

Inspired by an article only a few weeks ago I had already began to hate the idea
that equity release was promoted as a way to raise capital for any pension or
investment overseas. AS soon as I saw the fees involved , I quickly became
annoyed. I ask is it the best value for any savvy investor to pay almost £3000 in
fees just to get cash out of your current property? Surely the idea of personal
investing is that your doing so to maximize your own cash and not push your
cashflow into other peoples pockets. Get ALL the facts and look at the figures. Ask
questions and obtain independent advice from financial experts, Dont rush and
look  at all options. It may be better to talk with other investors .
07981 221009 or email usalocations@hotmail.com...

Equity Release to fund a Dream?
Or just another money grabbing
Scheme.

 UK based Advice? Why do investors pay the price?
 Equity release to fund an USA Investment? WTF!
 Florida property FOR SALE , FREE consultations.

 UK   based
USA Licensed
MY AIM. To Assist and help any UK and EU

Investor save Money by avoiding hidden fees
that UK based so called experts may add

to any USA or Canadian Investment.

$79'999 !
3 bed  2 bath Only a short drive to Disney !
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Welcome to our latest issue July 2018.
We celebrate 15 years of existance during September 2018 and
will be looking to  include  some special articles in our
Newsletter for October 2018 . In this issue we include various
investment properties around FLORIDA . Thank you for your
interest .Owen Dale USALocations.com

UK Based Advice. Why do investors pay the price in the UK ?
Amazing as it sounds , if anyone wants to invest into the USA
there seems to be an extra price to pay . Either the property is
over priced or there is some hidden fees added to the deal
somewhere down the line . USALocations.com was formed to
put a stop to all the Fees and underhand dealing that have
plagued USA property investment for a long time.
Our Advice is simple and can be trusted 100% .
Always get the best deal for YOU , the investor  . A fully licensed
USA agent is your Guarantee of a service that will give you the
best possible deal. My Motivation to keep running  the website
is to stop the cranks and the chances of anyone else getting
ripped off for 1000s of Dollars. The trouble with investing 4200
miles away is that you do need a team that you can trust to act
in your best interests. Once you can trust a good team to work
with you then your USA investment process  will be a lot less
painful. I have heard some of the horror stories with property
prices a lot higher than what they have actually been listed for.
The largest price differential seen was during 2012 and the
difference was a collosal  $112'000 or using the exchance rate
at the time The uk investor overpaid by over £65'000 !!  Yes
believe it the company were a UK based award winning
company awarded for being so open and honest .
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Under $300'000

WOW
NO UK BASED FEES.
The Best Priced investment deal for you.
Available in the UK Since 2003..

The UK based WOW Factor.
Ready to service YOU Today

WOW

Florida..WOW

NO UK BASED FEES.
The Best Priced investment deal for you.
Available in the UK Since 2003.
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